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Abstract. It is well known that the use of a good Machine Transliteration 

system improves the retrieval performance of Cross-Language Information 

Retrieval (CLIR) systems when the query and document languages have 

different orthography and phonetic alphabets. However, the effectiveness of a 

Machine Transliteration system in CLIR is limited by its ability to produce 

relevant transliterations, i.e. those transliterations which are actually present in 

the relevant documents. In this work, we propose a new approach to the 

problem of finding transliterations for out-of-vocabulary query terms. Instead of 

“generating” the transliterations using a Machine Transliteration system, we 

“mine” them, using a transliteration similarity model, from the top CLIR results 

for the query. We treat the query and each of the top results as “comparable” 

documents and search for transliterations in these comparable document pairs. 

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach using queries in two 

languages from two different linguistic families to retrieve English documents 

from two standard CLEF collections. We also compare our results with those of 

a state-of-the-art Machine Transliteration system. 
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1   Introduction 

Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) systems typically employ translation 

lexicons for translating the query terms to the language of the document collection. 

Such translation lexicons are either created by human experts or by automatic 

processing of parallel corpora. As it is not practically possible to continuously update 

translation lexicons, they do not guarantee complete coverage of the query terms. For 

many queries, several of the query terms can not be translated by CLIR systems using 

                                                           
 



their translation lexicons. Such terms are out-of-vocabulary (OOV) from the 

perspective of CLIR systems. If left untranslated, OOV query terms cause severe 

degradation in the retrieval performance of the CLIR systems. 

Typically, a good number of OOV query terms are proper names and domain 

specific terms. Proper names and terminology form an open class in any language and 

new names and terms come to existence and circulation every day. No translation 

lexicon can ever hope to provide coverage of all names and terms and hence the 

problem of OOV query terms is a persistent problem for CLIR systems. Such OOV 

query terms are highly informative and many a time the query itself is centered on 

them. In fact, 60% of the topics in the 2000-2007 Cross-Language Evaluation Forum 

(CLEF) ad hoc retrieval tasks had at least one name and 18% of them had at least 

three. Further, in countries where English is spoken widely as the second language, 

code mixing is a natural and commonly observed phenomenon. For instance, in Hindi 

and Tamil several English common nouns such as plastic (� ला� ला� ला� लािःटकिःटकिःटकिःटक, பிளா���பிளா���பிளா���பிளா���), 

surgery (सज�रीसज�रीसज�रीसज�री, ச	ஜ�ச	ஜ�ச	ஜ�ச	ஜ�), banking (ब�िकंगब�िकंगब�िकंगब�िकंग, பா�கி�பா�கி�பா�கி�பா�கி�), and cancer (क� सरक� सरक� सरक� सर, ேக�ச	ேக�ச	ேக�ச	ேக�ச	) 

have entered the vocabulary and are used in the queries. Such terms are also often not 

present in translation lexicons.  

When the query and document languages share the same orthography and very 

similar phonetic alphabet, a reasonable strategy to handle OOV terms in the query is 

to pass them untranslated to the retrieval system. For example, while translating from 

Spanish to English and vice versa, the name Richard Nixon would be translated as it 

itself. However, when the query language has an orthography and/or phonetic 

alphabet different from the document language, this simple minded strategy will not 

work because name translation in this case demands orthographic and phonetic 

transformation of the terms. Consider, for example, a Hindi-to-English CLIR system 

where the Hindi language queries are written in the Devanagari script and the English 

documents in the Latin script.  Query terms such as जेिनकाजेिनकाजेिनकाजेिनका कोः टेकोः टेकोः टेकोः टेिलकिलकिलकिलक, आयट�न सेनाआयट�न सेनाआयट�न सेनाआयट�न सेना and 

कीमोथेरेपीकीमोथेरेपीकीमोथेरेपीकीमोथेरेपी must be transliterated to their equivalents in English, namely, Janica 

Kostelić, Ayrton Senna and chemotherapy which requires orthographic and 

phonetic transformations. 

Machine Transliteration systems are often used to transliterate OOV query terms to 

the document language. A Machine Transliteration system takes as input a term in the 

query language and applies phonetic and orthographic transformations on the input 

string to produce a string in the orthography of the document language. It is well 

known that the use of a good Machine Transliteration system offers some help in 

dealing with OOV query terms. Previous works on leveraging Machine 

Transliteration systems for transliterating OOV query terms have reported statistically 

significant but not dramatic improvement in the retrieval performance of CLIR 

systems. The gap between the improvement in the retrieval performance that relevant 

transliterations provide and that a Machine Transliteration system gives is 

unfortunately huge.  

An important reason why Machine Transliteration systems fail to deliver the 

maximum is the following: most of the transliterations produced by Machine 

Transliteration systems are both phonetically and orthographically close to the correct 

transliterations (as measured by the edit-distance measure) but are not correct. Even 



when they are correct, they might not be present in the documents relevant to the 

query and these documents might contain a slightly different correct variant.  

In this paper, we present a novel approach to the problem of transliterating OOV 

query terms. First, we note that it is not really required to “generate” the 

transliterations of OOV query terms in order to translate them. The problem can be 

solved if we can somehow get the transliterations of the OOV query terms. We 

hypothesize that the best place to look for transliterations of OOV terms of a query 

are the top results of the CLIR system for the query. We propose a mining algorithm 

for identifying transliterations in the top CLIR results. The mining algorithm views 

each query-result pair as a “comparable” document pair. It hypothesizes a match 

between an OOV query term and a document term in the “comparable” document pair 

and employs a statistical transliteration similarity model to decide whether the 

document term is a transliteration of the query term. Transliterations mined in this 

manner are then used to retranslate the query. 

In the remainder of this paper we provide a full exposition of our approach along 

with results of empirical investigations on queries in two languages from two 

different linguistic families to retrieve English documents from two standard CLEF 

collections. We start by discussing some of the important previous research works on 

transliteration in Section 2. Next we describe our approach in Section 3. We discuss 

the experimental setup and results of our empirical investigations in Section 4. 

Finally, we discuss the results and propose some ideas for future investigation in 

Section 5.  

2   Related Work 

The problem of translation of OOV query terms has been recognized by several 

studies to have a significant impact on the performance of CLIR systems [6, 15, 16, 

22, 29]. There are two distinct approaches for addressing the problem. The first one 

focuses on augmenting the translation lexicon by mining comparable corpora [3, 7, 8, 

17, 25]. The second approach employs a Machine Transliteration system to 

transliterate proper nouns [1, 2, 11, 13, 29].  

We first discuss some of the approaches for mining a translation lexicon from 

unrelated and related corpora. Fung hypothesized that words with productive context 

in one language translate to words with productive context in another language, and 

words with rigid context translate into words with rigid context. Using this 

hypothesis, she proposed a measure of the productivity of the context of a word and 

used it to compile a bilingual translation lexicon from non-parallel English-Chinese 

corpora [7]. In a related work, Fung used a pattern matching technique to find 

translations of nouns in general and proper nouns in particular from English-Chinese 

comparable corpora [8]. Rapp hypothesized that there is a correlation between the 

patterns of word co-occurrences in corpora of different languages and developed an 

algorithm for compiling a translation lexicon from non-parallel English-German 

corpora [25]. Recently, researchers have developed sophisticated algorithms for 

mining parallel sentences and even parallel sub-sentential fragments from large 

comparable corpora. Two representative works are that of Munteanu [17] and Quirk 



et al [25]. Both works employ a CLIR system for identifying articles with similar 

content in different languages and proceed to mine parallel fragments from these 

comparable document pairs. Parallel data mined from comparable corpora is then 

used to produce a translation lexicon by training statistical word alignment models 

[20]. Mining Named Entity transliterations from monolingual Web pages and 

comparable corpora has also been attempted [5, 28]. All of these methods for 

augmenting translation lexicons require additional data resources such as comparable 

corpora and only partially solve the problem of OOV query terms.  

Machine Transliteration is important not only to CLIR but also to Machine 

Translation and therefore, it has been studied by researchers from both fields. Knight 

and Graehl developed finite state transducers for back-transliteration from Japanese to 

English [11]. Virga and Khudanpur employed statistical machine transliteration 

techniques to transliterate English names to Chinese and showed statistically 

significant improvement in the retrieval performance of the HAIRCUT CLIR system 

[29]. AbdulJaleel and Larkey employed a statistical Machine Transliterator system for 

English-Arabic CLIR [1]. Joshi et al. proposed a Maximum Entropy based 

transliteration system and used it for Cross-Language Location Search [10]. Pirkola et 

al proposed FITE-TRT, a technique for identifying translations of cross-language 

spelling variants [22]. For a detailed bibliography of research in Machine 

Transliteration, please see [13].  

3   Mining Transliterations from Top CLIR Results 

We now describe our approach to address the problem of translating OOV terms. As 

our approach is designed for terms that could potentially have a transliteration in the 

document language, we address the OOV problem for query terms that are proper 

names, domain specific terms, and some common nouns. In the remainder of this 

paper, we call such terms as transliteratable OOV terms. The problem of finding 

translations for query terms that are common nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs is 

beyond the scope of our work.  

3.1   Motivating Example 

As noted in Section 1, several transliteratable OOV terms, especially names, have low 

document frequency and are highly informative from the point of view of the query.  

In many cases, the query itself is centered on such OOV terms. For instance, consider 

the query from the CLEF 2007 Hindi ad hoc retrieval task that asks for documents on 

the medals won by the Kostelić siblings in the 2002 Winter Olympics [18]. The query 

term कोः टेकोः टेकोः टेकोः टेिलकिलकिलकिलक (Kostelić), a proper noun, is unlikely to be present in the Hindi-English 

translation lexicon and hence will be regarded as OOV by the CLIR system. But from 

the point of view of expressing the user’s information need, this term is indispensable. 

Any document that discusses either (or both) of the Kostelić siblings can be expected 

to have some transliteration of the OOV term. In particular, all documents that are 

relevant to this query will contain some transliteration (e.g. Kostelić or Kostelic) of 



the OOV term कोः टेकोः टेकोः टेकोः टेिलकिलकिलकिलक. In general, we may expect to find transliterations of a 

transliteratable OOV term in many, if not all, of the documents that are relevant to the 

query. This leads us to the following hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 1:  The transliterations of most of the transliteratable OOV terms of 

a query can be found in documents relevant to the query. 

 

Hypothesis 2:  If a transliteration of a transliteratable OOV query term is 

present in some document relevant to the query then it (or a close variation) is 

present in a majority of the relevant documents. 
 

We tested Hypotheses 1 and 2 on the queries from the CLEF 2006 Hindi-English and 

CLEF 2007 Hindi-English and Tamil-English ad hoc retrieval tasks [18, 19]. For each 

transliteratable OOV query term, we searched the corresponding relevant documents 

for transliterations. The findings of our study are summarized in Table 1 and 

empirically support the two hypotheses. In all the three cases more than 89% of the 

transliteratable OOV query terms had at least one transliteration in the relevant 

documents. Furthermore, whenever a transliteration for an OOV term of a query 

existed in a relevant document, it (or a close variation) was well expressed in the rest 

of the relevant documents (Table 1). More than 72% of the transliteratable OOV 

query terms had a transliteration in at least 50% of the relevant documents. 

 
Table 1: Transliteratable OOV query terms that have transliterations in the relevant documents. 

 

 

3.2   Towards a Practical Hypothesis 

If we knew beforehand the relevant documents for a query, we would not have any 

need for mining transliterations. After all, the purpose of mining transliterations is to 

improve the retrieval performance of the CLIR system. On the other hand, Hypothesis 

2 says that transliterations are well expressed in the relevant documents. If the CLIR 

system can bring one or more relevant documents as one of the top results, we may 

hope to mine transliterations for OOV transliteratable terms. This empirical insight 

leads us to the following hypothesis which forms the backbone of our approach:  

 

Hypothesis 3:  The transliterations of many of the transliteratable OOV terms of 

a query can be found in the top results of the CLIR system for the query. 

Collection Transliterata

ble OOV 

terms 

Terms with 

transliterations in at least 

one relevant document 

Terms with transliteration 

in at least 50% of relevant 

documents 

CLEF 2006 (Hindi) 62 58 (94%) 49 (79%) 

CLEF 2007 (Hindi) 47 42 (89%) 34 (72%) 

CLEF 2007 (Tamil) 43 42 (98%) 39 (89%) 



3.3 Mining Algorithm 

We now develop Hypothesis 3 into a practical method for mining transliterations. Let 

qS be a query and D be the top N CLIR results for qS with the current translation 

lexicon TL. We pair qS with every dT∈D and view the pair (qS, dT) as a comparable 

pair of multilingual documents. We hypothesize a match between each transliteratable 

OOV term wS in qS and each transliteratable term wT in dT. The transliteration 

similarity of the pair (wS, wT) is measured using a transliteration similarity model. We 

regard all pairs which get a score above a thresholdγ as transliteration equivalents. 

We augment the translation lexicon with the mined transliteration equivalents TE. 

With the resulting translation lexicon TL
*
, we get D

*
, the top N CLIR results for qS. 

We repeat the process for a fixed number of iterations. Tables 2 and 3 give the details 

of our approach.   
 

Table 2: Algorithm for CLIR with transliterations mining 

 

Algorithm CLIRWithTransliterationsMining 

 

Input: 

Number of Iterations M, Translation Lexicon TL, Number of Results N, 

Similarity Thresholdγ , Query qS. 

 

Output: 

Top N CLIR results D
*
 for qS with the augmented Translation Lexicon. 

 

1.  TL
*
 = TL; 

3.  For i = 1 to M do  

4.      TEi = MineTransliterationsFromTopResults(TL
*
, N, γ , qS); 

5.      TL
*
 = TL ∪  TEi; 

6.  End 

7.  D
*
 = TopCLIRResults(qS, N, TL

*
); 

 

 
Table 3: Algorithm for mining transliterations from top results 
 

Algorithm MineTransliterationsFromTopResults 

 

Input: 

Translation Lexicon TL, Number of Results N, Similarity Thresholdγ , 

Query qS. 

Output: 
Transliteration Equivalents TE for (some) OOV query terms of qS. 

 

1.  D = TopCLIRResults(qS, N, TL); 

2.  TE = {}; 

3.  For each OOV term wS in the query qS do 



4.      If (IsAStopWord(wS)) then 

5.          Continue; 

6.      For each document dT in D do  

7.          For each term  wT in the document dT do 

8.              If (IsAStopWord(wT)) then 

9.                  Continue; 

10.            If (DoNotHaveComparableLengths(wS, wT)) then 

11.                Continue; 

12.            If (TransliterationSimilarity((wS, wT)) > γ ) then 

13.                TE = TE  ∪ {(wS, wT)}; 

14.        End 

15.    End 

16. End 

 

3.4 Transliteration Similarity Model 

Our transliteration similarity model is an extension of He’s W-HMM word alignment 

model [9] and requires no language-specific knowledge. It is a character-level hidden 

alignment model that makes use of a richer local context in both the transition and 

emission models compared to the classic HMM model [20]2. The transition 

probability depends on both the jump width and the previous source character as in 

the W-HMM model. The emission probability depends on the current source 

character and the previous target character unlike the W-HMM model. The transition 

and emission models are not affected by data sparsity unlike Machine Translation as 

the character lexicon of a language is typically several orders smaller than its word 

lexicon. Instead of using any single alignment of characters in the pair (wS, wT), we 

marginalize over all possible alignments: 
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Here, jt (and resp. is ) denotes the jth (and resp. ith) character in wT (and resp. wS) and 

m
aA 1≡ is the hidden alignment between wT and wS where jt is aligned to 

jas , 

,m,j L1= . We estimate the parameters of the model by learning over a training 

set of transliteration pairs. We use the EM algorithm to iteratively estimate the model 

parameters. The transliteration similarity score of a pair (wS, wT) is log P(wT|wS) 

appropriately transformed. 

                                                           
2 Although we use a character level hidden alignment model for measuring transliteration 

similarity, we can, in principle and in practice, employ any reasonable transliteration 

similarity model including discriminative and/or language-specific models in 

MineTransliterationsFromTopResults. 



4   Empirical Investigations 

In this Section, we describe the empirical studies that we conducted to test the central 

hypothesis of this work.  

4.1 Experimental Setup 

4.1.1 Data 

We conducted our experiments on two English language document collections taken 

from CLEF: the LA Times 2002 with queries 401-450 (CLEF 2007) and the LA 

Times 94 + Glasgow Herald 95 with queries 301-350 (CLEF 2006). The topics 401-

450 are in Hindi and Tamil and 301-350 are in Hindi [18, 19]. An English version of 

the queries is also available. As the collections and topics are from past years, their 

relevance judgments are also available. We used all the three fields (title, description, 

and narration) of the CLEF topics. 

 

4.1.2 Dictionaries 

We used statistical dictionaries for both Hindi-English and Tamil-English CLIR. We 

generated the dictionaries by training statistical word alignment models on Hindi-

English parallel corpora (~55K parallel sentences) and Tamil-English parallel corpora 

(~40 K parallel sentences) using the GIZA++ tool [20]. We used 5 iterations of IBM 

Model 1 and 5 iterations of HMM [20]. We retained only the top 4 translations for 

every source word.  

 

4.1.3 CLIR System 

We used a query likelihood based ranking approach for ranking the documents [23, 

30]. We used only the textual content of the documents for indexing and indexed only 

non-empty documents. We removed stop words from the text while indexing and 

stemmed the words using the Porter stemmer [24].  

 

4.1.4 Transliteration Similarity Model 
We trained Hindi-English and Tamil-English transliteration similarity models on 16 K 

parallel single word names in Hindi-English and Tamil-English respectively. We did 

15 iterations of EM. 

 

4.1.5 Parameters 
We used the following setting in our experiments: 

Number of Iterations: M = 2. 

Number of Top Results: N = 150 for the first iteration, 50 for the second iteration. 

Transliteration Similarity Threshold: γ  = 1.5 for CLEF 2007 collection and 1.0 for 

CLEF 2006 collection. 



4.2   Mining Results 

We did two iterations of mining for each collection and the results are presented in 

Table 4. As can be noted from Table 4, the mining results provide strong evidence for 

Hypothesis 3. For Hindi-English direction, we could successfully find at least one 

transliteration for more than 61% of the transliteratable OOV terms present in the 

queries. For Tamil-English direction, the percentage of transliteratable OOV terms for 

which we mined a transliteration was a respectable figure of 37. Furthermore, on an 

average, we mined more than 1 transliteration for each transliteratable OOV term. 

This brings in some amount of query expansion automatically.  We also observed that 

two iterations of mining provided best results on two collections. We did not go for 

more number of iterations because the returns diminished after two iterations. 

 
Table 4: Transliterations mined from top CLIR results. 

 

4.3 CLIR Results  

The query likelihood CLIR system is the baseline for all CLIR experiments. In order 

to compare the performance of CLIRWithTransliterationsMining with a state-of-the-

art Machine Transliteration based CLIR system, we used the MaxEnt transliterator 

described in [10] for transliterating OOV query terms. We used only the top 4 

transliterations. The results of the CLIR runs are summarized in Table 5. We observed 

improvements in the retrieval performance with both 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining and MaxEnt Transliterator. However, 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining performed the best.  

 

We also built two oracular CLIR systems to determine a reasonable upper bound for 

the retrieval performance of CLIRWithTransliterationsMining. The first oracular 

system made use of gold transliterations from the English queries. The second 

oracular system made use of gold transliterations from the relevant documents. The 

oracular CLIR systems used the same dictionaries as the 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining system. The results are summarized in Table 6. 

 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 

Collection 

Transliterata

ble OOV 

terms 

Terms for 

which at least 

one valid 

transliteration 

was mined 

Valid 

transliteratio

ns mined 

Terms for 

which at least 

one valid 

transliteration 

was mined 

Valid 

transliteratio

ns mined 

CLEF 

2006 (Hindi) 
62 35 (56%) 

50 

(1.43/term) 
38 (61%) 

55 

(1.45/term) 

CLEF 

2007 (Hindi) 
47 30 (64%) 

42 

(1.40/term) 
30 (64%) 

45 

(1.50/term) 

CLEF 

2007 (Tamil) 
43 14 (33%) 

23 

(1.64/term) 
16 (37%) 

25 

(1.56/term) 



Table 5: Comparison of the retrieval performances of the baseline, MaxEnt Transliterator, and 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining systems. The evaluation measure is Mean Average Precision 

(MAP). Stars indicate statistically significant differences with 95% confidence according to 

paired t-test. 
 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining 

Collection Baseline 

MaxEnt 

Translit

erator 

% 

change 

over 

baseline 

Iteration 

1 

% 

change 

over 

baseline 

Iteration 

2 

% 

change 

over 

baseline 

CLEF 

2006 (Hindi) 
0.1463 0.157 +7.31* 0.2476 +69.24* 0.2527 +72.73* 

CLEF 

2007 (Hindi) 
0.2521 0.2761 +9.52 0.3389 +34.43* 0.3380 +34.07* 

CLEF 

2007 (Tamil) 
0.1848 0.2024 +9.52 0.2270 +22.84* 0.2279 +23.32* 

 

 
Table 6: Comparison of the retrieval performance of the best CLIRWithTransliterationsMining 

system with two oracular CLIR systems. The evaluation measure is Mean Average Precision 

(MAP).  

Collection Oracle-1 Oracle-2 Best Mining 
As  % of Best 

Oracle 

CLEF 2006 

(Hindi) 
0.3022 0.3076 0.2527 82 

CLEF 2007 

(Hindi) 
0.3696 0.3770 0.3389 90 

CLEF 2007 

(Tamil) 
0.2761 0.2854 0.2279 80 

 

We noticed that both oracular systems gave better retrieval performance than 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining but our system achieved more than 80% of the best 

oracular system. Next, we removed incorrect transliterations from the output of 

MineTransliterationsFromTopResults and evaluated the retrieval performance of 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining. We observed a small, but not statistically 

significant, improvement in the retrieval performance. This means that incorrect 

transliterations mined by our algorithm do not significantly hurt the retrieval 

performance.  

 

4.3.1 Performance Analysis 

Figure 1 shows the query-level difference in the Average Precision between the 

baseline and our method on the three test collections. We see that in each test several 

topics have profited from the mined transliterations.  

 



 
Figure1. Differences in Average Precision between the baseline and 

CLIRWithTransliterationsMining.   

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We proposed a novel approach for the problem of OOV query terms in CLIR based 

on the key hypothesis that the top CLIR results for a query have the transliterations of 

many of the OOV terms in the query. We developed this hypothesis into a practical 

method. We provided experimental evidence for our hypothesis and showed that it 

results in highly impressive gains in the retrieval performance. We provided good 

empirical upper bounds for the retrieval performance of our system and showed that 

our performance is quite close to these upper bounds. We also compared our 

performance with that of a state-of-the-art transliterator.  

 

One promising direction of future work is the use of a good stemmer for inflectional 

languages such as Tamil. A good stemmer is likely to improve the performance of our 

algorithm for Tamil-English CLIR. For instance, topic 403 in CLEF 2007 contains the 

term ேபாலீ�கார	களாகேபாலீ�கார	களாகேபாலீ�கார	களாகேபாலீ�கார	களாக (like the Police) which is an inflected form of 

ேபாலீேபாலீேபாலீேபாலீ���� (police) which is present in several of the relevant documents for the topic. 

Another interesting possibility is the use of a discriminative classifier in the mining 

algorithm. Finally, it would be interesting to use a Machine Transliteration system 

along with our system.  
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